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SBA Candidates Contest; 
Elections Wed.,-Th_ur. 
One of the most vigorously Don Lohr, heading up the and, barring the unlikely event of 
contested and unusual SBA cam­ CASBA slate, is opposed by inde- successful wri te-in candidac ies, are 
paigns in the School's historv, pendent Kathryn King for the regarded as shoo-ins for election. 
moves to a close tomorrow and SBA presidency, while Ray Bow- CAS BA candidates have cam­
Thursday as students go to the ie, likewise an independent cand i- paigned together and generally 
polls to elect new SBA executive date, is running against Laura Zei- stuck with their collective plat­
officers, class direc tors, and an sel, slate candidate, for the office form throughout, while the inde­
FSRB r'epresentative. of first vice president, the. fur:1c- pendent candidates have been ur­
For the fi rst time in SBA elec­ tion of which is to serve as SBA's ging students to examine candi­
tions, a slate, calling itse lf "Con­ liaison with outside profess ional . dac ies on an ind ividual basis and 
ference for an Active SBA" or and law s tudent associations. vote on their relative merits . 
CASBA, is running candidates for Mark Linneman, an independent, Candidates for the executive 
Election Statements 
Read and Vote .... .. ..... • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... p . 4, 5 
Master Plan, · 
Professional Program . . .. · . •.. • .. . .• . . . . . .... . . p . 3 
Grading Referendum . ... . . .. .• . . • .. . ... . , ..... . .. p. 7 
Mille r's Swan Song . ....... .. : _... . . . . . . . ••. . . ... . p . 2 
Provost Discusses 
Placement Issues 
Addressing a small audience of ci ted by the Provost before SBA, 
every seat up for election, for a is contesting with Rosemary Ger- offices have subm itted statements about twenty students, Provost another administrative spokesman 
total of 16 offices bo th legislative, as ia of CASBA for the second vice which Opinion is publishing with Richard Schwartz briefed the SBA inte rviewed by Opinion said 
presidency, which represents SBA this issue, pages 4 and S.executive, and FSRB. lndepen­ last week on recent developments frankly that UB, particularly Ex­
d ent candidates are competing relative to the School's attempt to ecutive Vice President Samit, had on Sub-Board and other univer- Students will al~o be partici-
with the slate for the presidency establi sh a functioning Placement misinterpreted the SUNY policy sity-wide bodies. paling in a grading referendum, 
and the two vice presidencies, as Office, the prospects for which to the Law School, thereby caus­the majo r questions of which wili 
CASBA candidates Sara Zur­ be a 11 yes-no" vote on the Q+well as for the Class director posi­ had been rumored to have en­ ing some concern as to whether 
tions, but slate candidates have no enda and Paul Equale are running grade and !ie\leral grading options coun tered substantial difficulty . Pat Hollander t;l ad even been ac­
opposition for treasurer and secre­ unopposed for the offices of treas­ which are to be ranked in order of Ever since the Association of cepted for appointment. \ 
American Law Schools had cri t i· As a result" of the personnel 
cized the lack of adequate place­ snafu which had resulted in the 
rii ent services last year, the Pro­ initial Albany rejection of the 
vost revealed that the administra­ Hollander appointment, the Pro­
tion had sought a " dual director" vost informed SBA that Ms. Hol­
ta ry. urer and secretary respectively preference. 
Burns: A Case for Censorship office, one including both an "in­ lander had no t yet been put on 
side" placement officer to pro­ the payroll but, since the matter 
by Gary Muldoon vide everyday service to studen ts had seemingly been resolved, ·that 
and an "outside" officer responsi­ she would be paid retroactively to 
Professor Walter Burns spoke The fundamental change that arts themselves will suffer. The ble for expanding contacts and January. 
to the Law School last Thursday occurred ·with regard to the fi rst work of the Supreme Court has , opportunities outs ide the School. As for the "outside" placement 
on censorship and its role in a Amendment started with Holmes, c!-CCording t9 Burns, destroyed the "The bureaucratic roadblocks officer, the Provost appeared un­
democracy . Burns , currently according to Burns, who saw free­ difference between art ·and trash. are unbelievable," the Provost certain as to the chances of ob­
teaching at the University of Tor- dom of speech as a device by Burns asked that, if this is so, is continu ed , notin g th a t the taining the second director in the 
onto, was strongly in favor of cen- which the will of the majo rity will free speech good? Who would suf­ School's fi rst step toward the dual near future. "As Pat Was available 
sorship laws, for a variety of rea- be heard . Burns saw a purposeless­ fer if Deep Throat is censored? directorship, the hiring of Pat Hol­ to us," he noted, "the inside tune· 
sons. ness with regard to free speech to- The statement "I like it" is, accor­ lander for plac·ement, had run tion got first priority," adding 
He spoke first on the case for day. William 0 . Douglas, currently ding to Burns, rebutted by "We afoul of SUNY personnel proced­ that an applicant for the "out­
freedom of speech, noting that the most ou.tspoken civil libertar­ don't," because in a democracy it ures. side" directorship had withdrawn 
the argument against censorship, ian on the Supreme Court, does is the '1we's '~ that count. Thoug/1 the School had sough t his name from consideration. 
while venerable, was originally not see free speech as being con­ Censorship also protects hu­ two non-teaching professional or The School had envisioned a 
quite different from the reasons cerned directly with the protec­ man eroticism, Burns said, by administrative lint;s for the place­ salary of under $18,000 for the 
espoused today. John Milton and tion of science, o r the action of a keeping it in the private sphere . ment directors, the best UB could outside director, which, the Pro­
John Stuart Mill favored freedom, talented few. Dougl as sees free Human eroticism can only exist in supply at the moment was a vost admitted, "won't get us into 
but it was freedom for philoso- speech protecting not only this the private sphere, he ·contended "teaching line" for Ms. Hollander, the range of the best contacts, 
phic speech for which they were but all else too. Douglas is uncon­ - "You can't make love in pub• which the School was told could which might require a salaried po­
concerned. Mill did not argue for cerned with the consequences of lic." Human eroticism requires the be divided into 30% teaching sition of near $24,000." Even so, 
absolute freedom, but for free- free speech. The principle which privacy that has been imposed duties and 70% placement ser­ prospects for an NTP line in the 
dom to protect that rare person, was designed to protect the arts is willy-nilly in the past by censor­ vices. What resulted, according to $18,000 range appear dim until 
the 11scientist," who is endangered now made by the Supreme Court ship. It's not what Anthony Com­ the Provos t, was ..a misunder­ 1974-75 or perhaps even 1975-76, 
by the tyranny of the majority. to protect every thing. Burns said stock was trying to do, but an ef­ s landing between UB and Al­ at ,,hich time, Schwartz said, 
Tocqueville was also in favor of that it was no t by chance that to­ fect of his acts may have been bany" as to the convertibility of a "Hayes Hall has been talking as if 
freedom of the press and found it day there is no art left worth pro­ that. teaching line to administrative they are willing to make a com­
to be more valuable in democra- tecting. Burns criticized the repealing functions, a misunderstanding mitment to an outside directo r." 
cies than elsewhere, be"cause it is With the case for censorship, Ot laws proscribing permissive sex, which was finally clarified by a In t h e interim, if another 
the only cure for the evils which it's the narrow-minded librarian because the advocates of this re­ letter sent UB by SUNY Personnel teaching line is not made available 
equa li ty produces. Tocqueville and Comstockian figures who peal are cidvocating a sex that can­ Vice President Kenneth MacKen­ for partia l placement functions, 
felt that this was necessary to pro- have made the case for censorship. not be called human sexuality, zie, in which UB was told that a the administration will seek to as­
tect that which is valuable, thoug/1 But others, though less popularly but rrt"erely the stimulation of teaching line must include at least sist Ms. Hollander with secretarial 
not•necessarily popular. known, have also advocated cen· nerve endings. They are advocat­ 50% teaching duties and only then services and graduate assistants. 
In the twentieth century , this sorsh ip. Rousseau was in favor of ing sex abstracted altogetherfrom duties relating to 11 short-term ser­ Attempts are being made to insure 
aspect of freedom is not under- censorship in a democracy. A its human setting, a sex where vice support." that her duties on the teaching 
stood. Hugo Black viewed free- democracy requires of its people 11 it's all a question of friction." Hence, the issue of Pat Hollan­ lin e are retained as they are 
dom of speech as necessary to more restraint than with other Sex laws have the effect of placing der's appointment was resolved to througj, next year. 
protect us from the excessive forms of governmenL The more a "legitimate" or 11 illegitimate" the extent that Ms. Hollander will Provost Schwartz added that 
power of the few at the expense debased his subject, the easier it is tag on certain things, confining be dividing her time equally, ac­ "the Alumni Association is eager i 
of the many. But ,why, asked ,for a tyrant to rule. the illegitimate to the fringe. cording to SUNY policy, between to provide contacts for studen ts, " 
Burns, is lhis necessary when it is A second argument for censor• These laws have the effect of mak­ placement services arid clinical particularly now that the Associ­
the many that rule in a democra- ship is wi th regards to the arts ing vice difficult, but no t wiping it educa tion, wherein will li e her ation has established a functioning r 
cy? It ,is the few which need pro- themselves. Censorship is required out, which Burns felt had sa lutary teaching duties. placement committee under" Ever­ • 
tection. for the arts, for without it, the consequences. As for the "misunderstanding" ett Barlow. 
Page two Opinion 
The People's Progress 
In an effort to both communicate and encourage 
progress - towards equality, towards justice, towards each 
other - this column offers current notes on the status of 
m ovements and individuals working towards these goals. 
With regular contributions from the student population, 
we hope to keep up to date on a wide variety of issues, 
within as well as outside ofour community. To contribute, 
on any issue, please submit brief notes to the Opin ion 
office, room 623, or contact Shelley Toy/or Convissar, 
688-9126. The existence of this column, and this 
ne¾!Spoper in fact, depends solely on the shoring of time 
and effort and intelligence we all contribute. 
This issue's notes ore devoted to the gay woman and 
hove been generously supplied by members of our school 
for our benefit. The selections ore excerpted from the Ms. 
Gazette (February and March) and Dykes Unite 
(February}. 
Posit ion Lost Due to Panel Discussion on Lesbianism 
A psychology professor at Ames-College in Greeley, 
Colorado, has charged in federal court that she was refused 
a second year contract because she presented a panel on 
le9bianism in one of her classes in "Psychology of 
Women." Susan Brown 's brief states that th·e "nonrenewal 
imposes 'a st igma forec losing other employment 
possibili ties." 
Custody Fight Won by Lesbian Mothers 
Two lesbians in Lapeer, Michigan, have won custody 
of their eight children after a three year court fight against 
charges of moral depravity. Lapeer County Probate Judge 
George Lutz dismissed the case against them at the request 
of Prosecutor Edward Meth. 
The defendants, Arlene Smith, 41, and Eunice Brown, 
34, both divorcees, had been separated from their children 
since 1970. The children had been placed in other homes 
during the drawn-out legal battles over the issue o1 
custody. The women complained that they couldn't find a 
local attorney to represent them. Finally, a lawyer from 
f lint, Michigan, William Hayes, agreed to plead their case. 
Is There Such a Thing as a "Reasonable Woman"? 
A jury composed of women was ordered by the 
General Provincial Court at the session held September 22, 
1656, at Patuxent, Maryland . The jury was composed ol 
seven married women and four single women who tried 
Judith Catchpole for the murder of her child. The order 
read, "Whereas Judith Catchpole being brought before the 
Court upon suspicion of Murdering a Ch ild which She is 
accused to have brought forth, and denying the factor that 
She ever had Child, the Court hath ordered that a jury of 
able women be impanel led and to give in their verdict to 
the best of their judgments whether she the said Judith 
hath ever had Chi ld or not.'' 
What do you say to that, Mr. Prosser? 
Workshop on the Problems of Gay Men and Women 
Proposed 
The proposed workshop on the legal disabilities of gay 
men and women, to take pl ace during this semester at the 
UB Law School, is sti ll in its format ive stages. It is hoped 
th at knowledgeable and concerned facu lty and Buffalo 
attorneys will join in an effort to informally discuss the 
problems inherent in the legal sys tem for gay people, from 
. the criminal law to intes tate succession, from fam ily law to 
employment discrimination. ' 
Students, faculty and staff who are interested in this 
endeavor should contact Shelrey_Taylor Convissar (room 
623 or 688-9126) for furthJ"r' :irlformation. Any kind of 
help wi ll be greatly appreciated. 
Alleged Attica 
Wiretap Under Investigation 
by Kay Wigtil 
Last week State Supreme Court Justice James 0. 
Moore issued an order to the Special Assistant Attorney 
General prosecuting the Attica prison rebellion cases 
requiring an in ves tigation in to possible elec tronic 
surve ill ance of defense legal offices and personnel. 
In hi s opinion, Jud ge Moore held that the 
defendant's moving papers afforded "reason.able grounds 
to create a suspicion that the telephone line located in the 
office maintained by the Attica Brothers Legal Defen se 
was, on November l 5, 1973, subject to interference which 
may have been occasioned by the surveil lance of that 
line," and therefore "every effort should be made at th is 
tim e to lay to rest any suspicion that electronic 
surveillance was maintained on the lines in question by any 
gov~rnmental agency. " 
The incident which gave ri se to the order was 
presented to the court on November 141 1973 by defense 
co-ordinator Donald L. Jelinek. It occurred a week earlier, 
when Bu ffalo attorney Leonard J. Klaif, who represents 
one of the defendants, tried to call the central defense 
office from his office in the Prudential Buil ding, receiving 
a busy signal each time. On his last try, he diated, ,heard 
clicks, and then heard the voice of Linda J. Lucas, defense 
Project Director, in a conversation with an unknown voice 
abOut obtain ing livi ng quarters. He hung up, dialed agai n, 
and the phone was answered by a defense worker who said 
she had just hung up the phone, and that Ms. Lucas could 
not have possibly been on the li ne, since she was in New 
YmkO~. . 
' Contacted in New York, Ms. Lucas verified the fact 
that she had held conversation regarding living quarters 
from the defense office phone Klaif had dialed only a 
week before. 
A wire tap expert consul ted by the def~nse sa id that 
it would be possible for all conversations to be taped on a 
recorder connected to a phone number which the intruder 
could dial to get pl aybacks of a conversation. With such a 
system, the wiretapper could have access to defense 
co nversation s fro m any city (Roches ter, Albany, 
Washington) simpl y by dialing the recorder 's number. 
, The state !,ad opposed the proposed investigation as 
unnecessary on the grounds that no warrant for a wi retap 
had been issued. · 
Career Day Schedule 
The Career Development and Placement Office, in 
cooperation with the Buffal o Law Al umni Association, 
invites all law students to attend a Career Day Program on 
Friday, March 8, 1974 from 1 :00 to 4:00 p.m. in room 
11 2. 
The Buffalo Law Alumni Associa tion has developed a 
program in two parts to help inform law students about 
various law careers and how to seek jobs therein. 
Part one of the program wi ll fea ture a number of 
Buffa lo law alumni who wi ll describe the particular kind of 
legal work done in the course of thei r day, the amoun t of 
specialized versus general_ized work, the quality and 
quantity of work, the necessity of bringing in business, and 
the advantages and disadvan tages of a particular fie ld of 
legal wo·rk. · 
Part two of the . program will focus on seeking 
employment; i.e., what employers look for in a resume, 
what questions employers might ask at an interview and 
what questions might be asked of an employer, what part 
personal appearance plays in an interview, who does the 
hiring for a law firm, and what is the value of a summer 
clerkship in seeking perma~ent employment. 
Moderator for the program will be Robert F. f ine. 
Law careers of various kinds will be discussed by the 
following Buffalo alumni : 
a. Judicial clerkship - Robert B. Conklin, formerly 
clerk to Judge John Curtin, and now of Hodgsori, Russ, 
.Andrews, Woods and Goodyear. 
b. Government agency - Margaret J. Quinn, National 
Labor Relations Board ; and Franklin A. Stachowiak, 
United States District Attorney. 
c. Sole practitioner In private practice - Eugene C. 
Tenney. 
d. Small private law firm - Samuel L. Green of 
Serotte, Hoffman, Haley, Green and Harasym. 
e. Medium-sized private low firm - Robert P. Fine, of 
Williams, Stevens, Mccarville & Frizzell PC. 
f. Large-sized law firm - Charles E. Milch of Moot, 
Sprague, Marcy, Landy, Fernbach & Smvthe. 
g. Corporation Counsel_ - Bernard 1-Kennedy, 
Iroq uois Gas. 
· h. Banking Officer - James A. Hu ber, Trust Officer, 
Marine Midland Bank Western. 
President's 
Comer 
by Marty Miller 
I remember that fateful day that I ascended to the 
Presidency of our Student Bar Association. Along with the 
title, which is not at all di spleasing on one's resume, and 
the other assorted trappings of the office came a number 
of sizable tasks, some rather pleasant and enjoyable, others 
not so. Among the " not so" was the arduous task of 
writing the PRESIDENT'S CORNER for each edition of 
Opinion. I guess the old approach-avoidance curve is an 
accurate theory because my column was always (almost 
always) written the nigh t before the ultimate deadline, 
except for the one occasion that the column was written · 
well in advance but I neglected to turn it in in ti me for 
publication. 
Not ever hav ing to write such a column before, I 
app roached Opinion's Editor, Kay Latona, and queried as 
to what she thought the contents of one SJJch column 
should be. The response of Opinion was it is what ever you 
want it to be. Someone from the staff enclosed a clipping 
from a California law school's student paper of a 
somewhat simil ar column. That paper, which appeared 
about the same time as our last elections was likely the last 
ed ition befo re the change of student administrat ions 
becau se it laud ed the achievements of the past 
administration. I found the self praise to be .somewhat 
disturbing. I guess if you do a good job it isn't necessary to 
tell everyone so; they should (theoretically) recognize that 
fact. 
Therefore I shall not utilize this, my swan song, to 
be a eulogy for my administration. Certainly I hope that 
we have accomplished some good, and I expect that maybe 
we even accompl ished more good than harm. I believe that 
Cach one of you can and will decide for yourself the 
attributes of the past administration you would prefer to 
see continued, and those-to be dispensed. 
Student participation in the affairs of school li fe, 
the student/fac ul ty committees, was increased this year 
over past ones. Correspondingly, we often found ourselves 
facing seemingl y hoards of applicants for but a few 
positions. I regret that we were unable to ass ign each and 
every applicant to a committee, but there simply weren't 
.enough · positions of the type in which people were most 
--interested .' ·There ·were, t\oWe~ei', certain positions that 
were and st ill are lacking for-want ofe,app.licants . . ,'. $ ~ 
The past Distinguished Speakers Forum under the 
lea~ership _of Tom Bailey, who was ass isted both last and 
this year by Linda Kane, did a fantastic job in arranging 
fo r inte re sti ng· spe aking programs at the school. 
Unfo rtunate ly, the program which they struggled to 
develop is on the verge of collapse because no one seems 
interested in being the coordinator of speakers. Everyone 
seems interested in bringing in the ir one "pet" speaker, 
and I cannot fault them for that, but no one is willing to 
assume the overall responsibility. I hope that someone will 
come forward and ass ist the next administration with this 
most worthwhile program. 
SBA elections are here again. It's that time when we 
all are in the position to make a choice. Voting is not 
enough . It doesn' t by itself qualify as participa'tion in 
student government. Give the new administration your 
ass ista nce, your time and support. The new Pres ident and 
the Executive Board will be faced with the same choices 
that confronted us twelve months ago. Direction can be 
despotic, almost dictatorial , or it can be participatory. The 
choice is ve ry much up to you and the people you chose 
for the Executive Board and the Board of Directors. 
Consider each individual on his iTieri ts and decide 
accordingly. 
Guess I am weary. Twelve months is a long time and 
it's about time I returned to my original role of being a 
student, but before the clock strokes twelve, I would like 
to extend my heartfelt thanks to all the students, facu lty 
and staff who assisted during this administration. I cannot 
find words adequate to express my appreciation. There is 
no question that none of what was accomplished could 
have be~n so without your help. 
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LRPC Report on Professional Program 
The Committee on Long-Range Planning has spec ialti es and major social institutions (Taxation, ambi t ions and methods have legitimacy, and the 
released the first sec tion of its seven-year plan for the Corporations, Family Law, Juvenile Courts) rather than by inclination to give scope for experi mentation. Th e reason 
development of the Facul ty o f Law and Jurisprudence. the textbook catego ri es of the fi rst year. fo r this may li e in the fact that under analys is, much of 
This firs t section deals generally with the futu re of the Third Year. Again the "bread-and-butler" subjects th is di vision is over re lative emph as is rather than 
Profess ional Program, the basic currlc lllum designed to ~ominate: advanced courses in the technically tough fundarpenta ls, and over the rate of change and procedures 
~repare students fo r the prac tice of law. In addi tion, there practice fie lds (e.g., Corporate Taxation, Estate and Gift for bringing it about ra ther than over the need fo r change 
IS an extensive discussion of the law school's role in Taxation, .Securities Regulation, Land Transactions). The 
developing or participating in programs of continuing legal emph as is has very clearly shifted from that of general sk ills 
education. 
In, t.he next few weeks the Planning Commi ttee will 
release other detailed proposals for specific projects wi thin 
th e Professional Program, including development o 
clin ical/simul ation courses and a special prografTl in State 
and Local Government Law. There will also be a major 
report on the Legal Studies Program, the broad area o 
in terdiscipl inary teaching and research outs ide of the 
Professional Program. 
The Planning Committee wishes to emphasize tha 
its proposals are currentl y in tentative form, and th at any 
suggestions or criticisms by students, faculty, or staft 
members would be most welcome. Several copies of th e 
available sections of the plan have been placed on reserve 
in th e libra ry. Students who would li ke to make 
suggestions should contac t one of the student members 01 
the Planning Committee. Due to recent perso nnel changes, 
the student members are now Debbie Brodnick, Bari 
,_s_c_h_ul_m_a_n_,a_n_d_J_a_m_e_s_G_a_ut_h_ie_r._ ________J 
A. Importance of the Professional Program 
. The centra l miss ion of the Faculty of Law and 
Jurisprudence is the training of the students in its program 
of instruction towards the J.0. degree· in the exercise of 
the professional functions and responsibili ties of lawyers. 
American society expects of its lawyers competence 
in an unusually broad range of functions. (a) The lawyer is 
perhaps primarily a problem-solver: a provider of both 
routine specialized services and advice ... (b) The lawyer 
is al so a specialist in dispute process, skill ed in pr~senting 
and arguif')~ c!~ irf!SJ bef~r,t: ,bo~ . ~ffi cia_.l,, a~g ,_i.n_f~ro;ial 
bodiI es. Jc) ,Ail,, gpyemme~.\ )~wypr., ,pri,vat,<; ,, Jawy,l'r, 
legislator, lobbyist, or judge, the lawyer has an important 
role as an engineer of social policy. (d) L<awyers are 
manag~rs df institutions, both publlC and private . ..-•they 
are called upon to design policies for the operat ion of such 
institu t ions or for the regul ation of others, and to 
implement or enforce them. (e) Lawyers are members of a 
self-regulating profession in a position of public trust. (f) 
Finally, lawyers are charged .with a special mission beyond 
that of other citizens to be promoters of social justice and 
the rule of law. 
Even those who, like the· majority of lawyers, 
specialize in a particular field, must possess a variety of 
. skills. The more essential of these may be summari zed as 
fo llows. (a) Craft skills. These include, first, analytic 
skills ... Second, interpersonal skills . .. Third, 'specialized 
literary skill . .. Fourth, what might be called the skills of 
Proteus or "intellectual imperialism" - the ability to 
master complexes of facts in unfamiliar fi elds . . . (b) 
Knowledge of substantive legal doctrine .. , (c) Famil iarity 
with the legal process ... (d) An understanding of the 
social, economic and political contexts in which law 
operates ... 
1. Innovation In the Standard Curriculum: Prospects 
and cOnstralnts · 
This Faculty seeks to perform the functi ons of 
professional training through a curriculum that is, with 
min c;,r variat ions, suDstantially .the same as that of the 
better American law schools generally. 
The curriculum of the principal law schools now 
confo rms with only slight variations from school to school 
to something like the following ·model: 
First Year. The principal emphas is is on training in 
skill s of doc trinal analysis. This continues to be 
accomplished primarily by means of the study of appellate 
cases. The courses required are Civil Procedure, Contracts, 
Torts, Proper ty, and Criminal Law. These fi elds are 
thought to lend themselves part icularly well to analytical 
skills training. They are also thought to contain the 
important core concepts of law, the "building blocks" of a 
lawyer's substanti ve knowledge. In recent years the trend 
has been to reduce the claim of these requi red courses on 
the schedule, to import Constitu tional Law in to the fi rst 
year, and to provide an opportunity for students to meet 
in smaller classes. Most schools also use the firs t year to 
give students instruction, in re latively small classes, in legal 
bibliography, research, and writing. 
Second Year. This might be called the year or the 
survey courses. As in the firs t year, large classes dominate. 
The curric ulum consists in part of introductory cou rses in 
· the technically tough practice field s. Organization or the 
curriculum is by categories corresponding to practitioner's 
tra in ing to preparation fo r prac tice specialties. 
2. Some Criticisms of the Standard Curriculum 
Current writers on legal education point to a 
pervasive uneas iness in the law schools, an atmosphere of 
uncertai nty and conflict over future directions. 
(a) It is clear that the learning process becomes less 
efficient afte r the fi rst year, and even after the fi rst 
semester. Professor Stevens' studi es of students in six law 
schools show a sharp de·cli ne after the first semester in the 
time and effo rt students put into law study, a decli ne that 
conti nues un til graduation. 
Si nee the ea rly 1930's, when students began 
regularly to complai n of the tedium of the third year, the 
schools have attempted by various means to make the year 
a morC challenging and in te resting one. Probably more 
success h as been ac h ieved by pro jects, mos tl y 
student-init iated, to enrich and divers ify extra-curricul ar 
or its basic directions. 
(a) The Divisive Issue - The First Year 
Early meetings of the Committee were devoted to a 
general discussion of the strengths and limitations of the 
prese rlt cu rriculum as a means for training lawyers. Out of 
these meetings emerged some general lines of division in to 
positions that will here be treated as belongi ng to two 
camps. Reduced to essentials, the battl eground of th e 
quarrel was the fi rst year program; and the two sides, 
roughly speak ing, spli t between those who wish to preserve 
the fi rst year in its present form and those who believe 
that it ought to be substantially changed. 
(b) Areas of General Agreement 
Aside from this one issue of the fi rst year, the 
Committee was able to secure broad accord on the 
fo llowi ng general propositions: 
1. Tradi tional forms of classroom instruction are not 
ac ti vi ti es _re lated . to law: law reviews, legislative research always adeq uate to train students in the full range of 
and drafting pro1ects, par t-lime work fo r local attorneys, necessary lawyers sk ills. At tempts must be made to fos ter 
research for professors, and so forth . The total numbers of and develop in the professional program opportuni ties for 
students involved in such projects, however, probably the training in such sk ills as in terviewing, planning, 
rare ly amount to more than a minority. In recent years, drafting, negotiation and advocacy. To this end this 
voices are more frequently heard to say that nothing can Faculty is committed to the expansion of its clinical 
rescue the third year, th~~ i~ has little va lue for the trai ning programs and to the fu rther growth experiment with fo rms 
of l~wyers, and tha}).t,: n·q. 1 10,nger should be requ ired for ?f simulation. The Faculty shoul~ also encourage teachers 
adm1 ss1on to the bar. 1 in reg ul ar courses to expenment with "problem" 
(b) The law schools provide a uniform , general approaches to learning wi th, that is, the organization of 
education in law; members of the bar perform diverse, courses around problems of the kind and complexity that 
specia li zed tasks. The issue for the law schools is: should a lawyer mlist deal with in practice, and which call upon 
all of them continue to perfo rm , and to perform in the him or her fo r profici ency in the techniques and doctrines 
same ways, the sinferfunction o( preparing stud.ents for of several differept legal fi elds. 
initial entry .fa: t~C-ba.r. t;>Y. r'!l~e-.,ij Pf.a genera~education in_ . - · 
law? Or should the schools' attempt to diversify, some 
carrying on the old tasks, others converting to centers for 
the ·education of lawyers in particular specialties or for the 
training of paraprofessionals? 
A related question, more modest but nonetheless 
i'mportant, is that of whether the uniform general 
educ ation of th e schools adequately prepares their 
graduates for the dive rsity of practices in which they are 
Ii kely to work immediately after graduation. 
(c) An important and growing body of opinion, 
2. While thus responding to legitimate felt needs for 
mo re " releva nt " a nd "practical" content to the 
curriculum" as an academic institution this Faculty can 
allow none of its enterprises to be carried out in a spiri t of 
narrow vocationalism. Its mission is not to substitute its 
own training for that which is more efficiently given in 
prac tice. There must be careful faculty supervision and 
evaluation of clinics, internships, and simulation courses to 
ensure not only adherence to the highest staridards of 
practice and of legal ethics, but also to the academic values 
which might be ca lled "neo-realism", maintains that legal of rigorous inquiry and the seeing whole of any enterprise 
research and writing are still excessive ly dominated by 
conceptualism and the study of legal doctrine through 
appellate cases. · 
(d) A more part icularized version of the charge that 
the schools fa il to prepare students for the patterns of 
pract ice in which they will ·engage is that the model for the 
standard curriculum is one of training for prac tice in large, 
city law offices. 
This las t becomes in the mouths of some critics a 
complaint that law training in the schools is insufficiently 
prac ti ca l, th at graduates are ill-equipped to draft 
complaints, handle real estate closings, fi le motions, or 
represent clients in cour t. Tnese cri tics often assert that 
practical training has been sacrificed · to excessively 
theoretical or policy-o riented perspectives. 
(e ) Finally, there are those who assert that 
education pluralism and innovation have gone too far and 
that the lopping off of requirements and proliferation of 
e lectives has resulted in a random hodge-podge of 
offerings ... 
3. Prospects for the Professional Program: A 
General View 
If, as has been suggested, the American law schools 
are undergoing a crisis of self-doubt, few of the evil effec ts 
of that cris is have been registered in this Faculty. On the 
contr ary, visito rs be ing ,interviewed _fo r faculty 
appointments here have often commented on the rare 
atm osphere of buoyancy and hope that they have fo und . 
In part this can be accounted for by our being housed in a 
splend id new facili ty, in part by the extraordinary promise 
held out by our ability Id under take rap id expansion of 
the fac ulty. Even more importan t, this is a Faculty that 
has formally comm itted itsel f to innovation, and has been 
able to secure a surprising amount of agreement about the 
general direct ions in which we shou ld change. Dispu te 
about the rates and kinds of change in the program of 
professional instruction here exist' as they do in o ther 
schools.~ But though thcro is dispute, there is also the 
disposition to accommodate, to grant that the other side's 
in which one is engaged. 
3. The critical importance of the fi rst year in the 
education of law students requires that it be given first call · 
on the resources of the professional program: priority not 
only in the numbers and quality of faculty members 
ass igned to teach in it but in administrative respects such 
as scheduling. 
4. The Faculty needs to undergo a careful rethinking 
of its relationship to the 1e&a1 profession : to consider to 
what extent it should prov ide opportunities to speciali ze in 
practice fields in the J.D. program, engage in programs of 
continuing education of the bar, seek to make use of 
practitioners in its instruction, and so forth. It also needs 
to study the present and probable future organiza tion of 
the bar and methods of delivering legal services. 
S. The enormous expansion of the functions of 
governmen t in recent de.cades has swelled the ranks of 
lawyers who work in government agencies or deal with 
them on behalf of private cliCnts. Insuffic ient attention has 
been given in the profess ional program to analytic and 
descriptive study of what these agencies do, policy study 
of what they ought to do, and preparation of students to 
fill jobs in which these things are done. Since the functions 
of state a nd local government are the least we ll 
understood, although the agencies of state and local 
government are those that our graduates are more li kely to 
work in or deal with during thei r careers, there is good 
reason for givi ng the study of these functions special 
emphas is in the J. 0 . program. 
6. One of the ways in which this Faculty aspires to 
make a d ist incti ve cont ri bution to American legal 
education is that of serving as a center for the study of the 
social contexts out of which law develops and in which it 
operates, and for the applica tion of the resu lts of such 
research to the training of lawyers in the professional 
program. 
To b~ continued next issue 
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Conference for an 
Active Stud't Bar Assoc. 
Don Lohr, Presidential 
Rosemary Gerasia, 2nd Vice Pres. 
Pres ident: 
1st Vice President: 
2nd Vice President: 
Treasurer: 
Secretary: 
2nd Year Directors 
Ed Zagajeski 
Debbie Brodnick 
Bob Gottfried 
Pearl Tom 
Jim Gauthier 
FSRB: Carl Howard 
OUTLINE OF POLICIES & PROGRAMS 
1. Reorganization of S.B.A. 
Since S.B.A. has fai led to adequately 
represent the student interests in law 
school affairs and has fai led to account 
to the student body for its positions in 
areas vital to Stu.dent concern, we pro­
pose the fo llowing: 
A. De-centrali za tion of S.B.A. presi­
dential power. Red istribution of 
policy making powers into S.B.A. 
committees. 
B. Each S.B.A. voting member shall si t 
on at least one standing committee 
a nd/or Faculty -Student Commi t­
tee. 
C. That it wi ll be mandatory for all 
committees to present progress re­
ports at each weekly meeting of 
S.B.A. 
2. Student Participation in Law School 
Governance 
Si nce the Facul ty Student Relations 
Board (FSRB) has the power to recom­
mend the number of students and na­
ture of their participation on Faculty 
Committees, we urge FSRB to provide 
for equal representation of facul ty and 
students on all Faculty Committees. 
3. Placement 
We recognize that there is a crucial 
need foi- a fu ll-time professional place­
ment office and we are committed to 
-the establishment of a dual director 
system with· the necessary supportive 
services. 
Laura Zeisel, 1st Vice-President 
Sara Zurenda, Treasurer 
DON LOHR 
LAURA ZE IS EL 
ROSEMARY GE RASIA 
SA RA. ZURENDA 
PAUL EQUALE 
1st Year Directors 
Bette Gould 
Steve Kaplan 
Carl Howard 
Ruth Siegel 
Bert Slonim 
We recognize the need for more stu­
dent input into curriculum decisions in­
cluding: 
A. Advance sthcduling of courses and 
the times they will meet. 
8. Extension of clinical programs. 
C. Clarification of requirements for 
join t degree programs. 
5. Faculty-Student Ratio 
Since the facu lty-student ratio is ex­
tremely large, we vigorously support 
the hiring of additional faculty with af­
firmative action towards minority arid 
women applicants. 
6. Grading 
Yfe believe that students should have an 
equal voice on all decisions regarding 
grading policy. 
7. Communication 
Due to the evident lack of communi­
cation between students and their rep­
resentatives, we•propose: 
A. Bulletin boards in conspicuous lo­
cations - such as the second floor 
cafeteria. 
B. Alloca tions of space for di ffe rent 
interes t groups on the bulletin 
boards. 
C. The posting of minu tes of S.B.A. 
meetings after each meeting. 
8. Miscellaneous 
A. Because there are no provisions for 
illness, a room should be alloca.ted 
for health service faci lities. At a 
minimum, a quiet place to lie down 
continued page five 
Presidential Candidate 
Kathryn.King 
I am running for the office of President 
because I feel there are a number of things 
that can be done to benefit the student 
body within the present S.B.A. structu re. 
Rather than trying to enlarge the scope of 
S.B.A. power, perhaps to a point of 
conflict with faculty and student concerns, 
I fee l the effort should be focused on using 
the pdwer the S.B.A. now has in the most 
effective manner. 
I am not goi ng to promise that all the 
changes I advocate will be done, as that 
wou ld be an illogical lie at best But I can 
truthfull y say that I do support the 
fo llowing ideas and, if elected, wi ll work to 
see the S.B.A. act upon them. 
1. End the entire A, B, C, D, F, Pass/Foil 
dilemma by instituting a system whereby 
each student can choose which method he 
prefers. Many students need an A, B, C, 0 , 
F system for job reference purposes, and I 
want a Pass/Fai l grading sys tem for myself. 
We should both be all owed lo choose the 
way in which our law school record will be 
evaluated. 
2. A sho~t term, small ·amount, student 
loan system should be instituted by the 
S.8.A. Students would be allowed to 
borrow money for emergencies wit hout all 
the red tape of the present sys tem on the 
mai n camp us. 
:}/ Something has to be done about the 
delay in receiving grades. Unless a teacher 
has a special reason, a couple· of weeks 
should be ample time to read the tests and 
grade them. Undergraduate teachers many 
times read more tests than law professors, 
arid 'usually have the grades out much 
faster. 
4. There must be bett'er student control 
over where the fee we pay goes. I am told 
that many clubs have not touched thei r 
budget for the year yet. If the money is 
not necessary, it should be all ocated to 
other areas, as the students see fit. If most 
students want more social activi ties, then 
that's what the money should go for. 
5. Better student-faculty rapport hos got to 
1st Year SBA 
Margaret Wong 
I do not wish to ge t into excesses of 
rhetoric, as that is all too common 
nowadays. A good student representative is 
simply a person who is willing to push for 
reasonable changes that would improve the 
lot of the students. This willingness is the 
all -important element. I believe that I have 
the necessary · concern for my fe llow 
students and would not just sit on the 
fe nce. 
2nd Year SBA Jim Gauthier 
Si nce my first semester of law school, I 
have been concerned about the lack of 
correspondence between what is taught in 
these three years and what is contained on 
the · bar exam ination. No doubt the 
elimination of most required courses after 
the firs t year is welcomed by most of us. 
However, the fact remains th at the New 
York bar exam covers over two dozen areas 
of substantive law (as compared to eight in 
Ca li fornia). This incongri.Jity is only 
pointed out by the fact that after six 
semesters of professional education, a two 
mon th crash course is needed to pass the 
bar exam. 
Ascerta in ing the reasons for these 
somewhat divergent positions is not an 
easy task. ·While I am uncertain how useful' 
one individual can be in questioning the 
Kathryn King 
be established. There has got to be better 
stud ent re pr esentat ion on faculty 
committees, as well as more facul ty 
concern with student affairs.· Frankly, I 
have no sure fire way to do this, but some 
ideas have got to be tried. Students should 
graduate knowing at least one faculty 
member we ll enough to have a resume 
written. And students sho\,J ld be consulted 
before the ent ire mess of the Q+ 
controversy arises again in another context. 
6. Why can't beer and wine be sold in the 
law school? This would undoubtedly be a 
great source of revenue, as well as help 
relax a sometimes stiff atmosphere. 
7. A school newspaper is necessary for law 
school accreditation. 'our newspaper could 
be better than it is. I think a lot more 
people would be wil ling to contribute time 
and effort to Opinioh if they were not so 
tied down with other responsibilities. If the 
editor and other principal officers were 
allowed a small form of remuneration, 
perhaps more people could take t ime to 
become part of th'e staff. Many other 
schools allow their · newspaper staff to 
receive salaries, and it is a bi t unrealistic to 
ask law students to hold down a part time 
job, keep up with classes, have any kind of 
continued page six 
I am a Ch inese girl from Hong Kong. I 
at tended Ottumwa Heights College in Iowa 
in 1969, and then transferred as a pre-med 
student to Western Illinois University in 
1971. I went home and then travelled a 
while in the Far East before I started 
school here. I was elected a freshmen SBA 
director in October, and I have served on 
the Budget Commi ttee. 
rationality of such a system, I am posi tive 
that an individual representing law students 
wi ll have more impact than one law 
student acting alone. 
An additional area of concern that I 
have is the development of a curriculum 
that has some chance of arousing interest 
and incentive and produces less boredom 
than the present one. The present clinical 
programs are aimed in that direction, yet 
something more is needed. I would li ke to 
take part in the development of this 
unknown area. The potential leverage of 
the SBA would" Be •'Well suited for this 
activity. 
If these ends are to be accomplished, 
the best vehicle is an active SBA. I would 
like to be a part of that new SBA activism. 
February 26, 1974 
1st V,P, Candidate 
Ray Bowie 
Tomorrow students wi ll be going to the 
poll s to determine no t only the fate of 
S BA, but a lso the future of our 
rel ationships with other law schools and 
professional associations, this latte r being 
the trust given to whomever will be elec ted 
1st Vice President. 
As a candidate for that office, I have 
stressed the importance and uniqueness of 
the 1st vice-presidency, endeavoring to 
construct .my campaign on the dual pill ars 
of qualifica tions and platform. 
Qualifications: 
In the belief that the office is o ne 
which inde e d d em a nds s pec ial 
qualifications I have made an eff0n to 
•inform vo ters as to my own experience in 
the area and my record as an SBA delegate 
(s lin gers and postings), which I feel Ray Bowie 
demonst rate the breadth and depth As an SBA delegate to the ABA Law 
required of the 1st Vice Pres ident. As Student Division circuit conference this 
pl at form is at least as important as fa ll , as a volunteer li aison to the Erie 
qualifications, I would refer the voter to County Bar Association, and as a rec ipient 
the previous statement I c ircula ted on of regular LSD · communications regarding 
persona l qu a I ifi cations, so tha t this their entire range of ac tivities, I believe I 
opportunity can be utilized fo r a full have acquired an " inside knowledge" of 
presentation of platform items. the liaison func tion, the type of knowledge 
the 1st Vice President must have if our 
Pl~tform : SBA is to have input into professional 
Unlike the opposition which campaigns ac tiviti es. 
on everything in , general and nothing in 
particular with regard to the functions of A. Representativeness & SBA Consultat ion: 
the 1st Vice President, I will limit myself With respect to thi s li aison function, 
to the constitutional functi o ns of the 1st however, it ·is not enough that a 1st Vic£; 
vice-presidency and re lated issues. President have personal knowledge of th e 
Briefly , the 1st Vice President is the m ac hinery involved, but also that he 
SBA officer responsible for 1) representing represent the desires of the student body 
SBA iri n'ational, sta te, and local bar through tflat machinery. To avoid the 
assoc iations and their student affi li a tes misrepresentation which has often pl ague~J 
(ABA-,LSD), . 2) .,GflO r(\in ~.ting t~eir other , s.chools, when the ir LSD liaisons 
programs and aCtivities at this law S'chool, ~ tt ,end m ee ting s without pri o r 
3) chairing t h e SBA Appointments consulta tion, I consider it to be the 1st 
Committee~ which recommends student Vice President's responsibility to study 
representatives for faculty committees, and current issues and LSD agenda items, to 
4) being qualified to assume the duties of draft position sta tements on them and seek 
SBA President in the latter 's absence. SBA approva l, and ,o nly then to proceed to 
conferences with the strength of "home" 
I. As th e most important 1st VP support. 
function · Is that of liaison with the various 
professional and law student associations, B. Leadership Initiatives: 
it is there that a candidate must have the By form ul at ing s uch posit ion 
best qualifications and strongest platform. continued page six 
2nd V.P. Candidate 
Mark Linneman 
Page five 
C.A.S.B.A. Slate con t/nued from page four 
should be provided for use of all mee ting, a nd posted throughout the 
members of the law school com- school. The Executive Board as a whole 
munity. should meet once weekly to plan the agen• 
B. Improvement of eating facilities; da for the week's meeting. The proposed 
more vending machines and bette r agenda should be posted al least twenty­
sea ting arrangements. four hours in advance o f the meeting time. 
C. As safe ty measures, better lighting 5.8.A. Committees - The Standing 
in the basement and parking lot. Committees on fti ppointments, Athletic, 
Budget, El1;c tions, Graduation , Orienta• 
POLICIES AND PROGRAMS PROPOSED tion, and Social Activ ities should be main-
Reorganization of the Student Bar tained . The standing committee on Curri · 
Association cul um should be di sbanded, since it is dup-
ln recent years, the Student Bar Associ- llca tive of the faculty-s tudent A.P.P.C. A 
ation has been, at best, an inefficient voice new s tanding committee on Faci lities 
o f ,student concerns in law school gov- should be created. The Facilities commit• 
ernance. Rather than being al'l initiator of tee should concern itself with problems 
constructi ve dialogue with faculty and ad- arisi ng out of the move to the Amherst 
ministration on areas of mutual concern , campus, such as parking, shuttle service, 
S.B.A. has fo llowed an apparent poli cy of and lounge space. The Facilities committee 
responding to issues only once they have should also undertake a study of the feasi­
reachcd cris is proportions. The current bility of setting up a day care center at the 
grade change uproar is a case in point. Amherst campus. A new ad hoc committee 
S.B.A. has been a victim o f all the ills to update the S. 8.A. Conslitution and 
which plague an organiza tion which allows By-Laws should also be appointed. Cur• 
its power to be concentrated in one person rently , the consti tu t ion has many holes in 
- in th is case, the S.B.A. President In gen- it and the By-Laws are- unavailable in writ• 
eral, S.B.A. has suffe red from a lack of ac- ten form. 
countab ility to the student body. For most All S. B.A. Committees should be com· 
·students, S.B.A. is merely some group posed of at least ·three (3) voting S.B.A. 
which meets Friday afte rnoons. members , one from each· year. The Presi-
We believe that students have an impor· dent should not sit on all committees. The 
tant role to play in law school governance, committeeS should make weekly reports to 
and we believe that an active Student Bar the body as a whole, and these reports 
Association has a legitimate function to should be summari zed in the S.B.A. min­
serve in helping to fUlfill that role. With the utes. Recommendations on poli cy matters 
correct orientation, S.B.A. could be a com· should be made to the body by the com• 
pe ll ing advocate• for student opinions. To mi ttees, not by the President, as is curren t· 
this end, we propose a total reorganiza tion ly done. 
of the structure of S. B.A. Faculty-Student Committees - The la-
The 5. 8.A. President - Traditionally, test edition of the By-Laws of the Faculty 
The S.B.A. President controls niost of the of Law and Jurisprudence provide that the 
power which the S.B.A. exercises. Th is s ix-m embe r Facu\ty·Student Relations 
should not be the case. We propose that Board (FSRB) composed of three faculty 
the S.B.A. President have limited powers. members and three students, shall recom· 
He or she should represent S.B.A. in its mend the ex tent and nature of studeni 
dealings with other groups, chair S.B.A. membership on faculty committees, sub­
meetings, and oversee the workings of the jec t to· the approval of both faculty and 
organizat ion in a general manner. However, students. We propose that the FSRB strive 
the S.B.A. President should no t have sole for equal student representation on all fac­
di sc re ti on to make policy decisions affect- ulty committees, with the exception of th_e 
ing the organization or the student body as Committee o n Grievances, a body wh ich 
a whole. Decision making power must be deals with intra·faculty disputes. Appoint· 
de-centrali zed. The S.B.A. as a body should ments to faculty-s tudent committees are 
vote on poli cy after careful consideratio n made by the S.B.A. We propose that at 
of recommendations made by standing or leas t one studen t on .each faculty-student 
ad hoc committees. If an emergency situ- committee be a voting member of S.B.A., 
ation ari s~s which ca'11s for immediate and · that each week a report be made to 
S.B.A. response, the President should call S.B.A. by all faculty-s tudent committees. 
an emergency meeting, or, at the very leas t, In addit ion, we pro pose that at leas t one of 
convene the S.B.A. Executive Board . the three students appointed by S.B.A. to 
sit at faculty meet ings be a voting S.B.A. 
S. B.A. Officers - The S.B.A. Officers member, and that such person also be re­
should do more ihan merely occupy slots qu ired to make weekly reports to S.B.A. 
on the Executive Board . The First Vice- on items of student interest which have 
President , in . addition to taking over the come up at the preceding week's faculty It is the candidate that counts, not the 
slate, for a position as an executive officer President's duties when necessary , should meetings. All the' above weekly reports 
of the SBA. This is especially true of the maintain active involvement with the Law should be summarized and included in the 
office of 2nd vice-president. The 2nd Student Division of the American Bar As· minutes of the S.B.A. meeting for the 
vice-president is basically the liaison sociatio n, in an effort to improve commu- week. These weekly reports should help to 
between law students and the other nication between SUNY·Buffalo and o ther. insure that the Student Bar Associatio n is 
students in the University, sitting in the laW schools ' across the nation. The First directly, immediately, and fully appraised 
Vice·President should seek out Law Stu- on all issues of concern to the studentUnivers ity Assembly and on Sub-Board. 
dent Division Funding for student organi- body. They should also help insure S.B.A.This position will steadi ly increase in 
zation projects, and should encourage and accoun tability. If necessary, S.B.A. meet­importance as more non-law students 
assist student organfzations in getting such ing time should be ex tended to two hours 
funding. The Second Vice-President should weekly, instead of one hour. All law stu· 
inhabit th e Nor\h Campus. This is 
especially true of Sub-Board . That body 
represent the law school on intra-university dents, whether or not voting members ofhas control over how a large proportion of 
student funds is spent, including such committees, such as Sub Board I and the S.B.A., should be urged and encouraged to 
All-Unive rsity Assembly. Law student rep- attend weekly S.B.A. mee tings.programs as concerts, movies_ and many 
resenta tio n o n these bodies will become 
symposiums. Even though most of the 
more and more important as other divi­funding of Sub-Board comes from other 
sions of the University move out to the Placement
student governments (SBA contributes Amherst campus. The Treasurer should be We recognize that among the absolute $800), it may be possible for some 
activities to be transfe rred to O'Brian. That 
not unconsiderable amount of money 
certainly entitles us to some services. I 
would be very happy to hear any 
expressions of interest in thi s regard . 
The University Assembly is a new body, 
composed of Students, Staff and Faculty. 
It . serves as an advl~W,Y body to the 
President of the Univeriti tY,AiS ince it is not 
scheduled to have its first meeting until 
after the SBA · elections, there is some 
doubt as to its efficacy and influence. Th is 
body will probably be used 'ror the 
Mark Linneman 
expression of opinions of the various 
groups in the University. 
I fee l qualified to serve in th is position 
bec au se of long association with the, 
Univers ity as ti whole (both as an 
undergraduate and as a law student) and 
some specific experiences I have had with 
Sub·Board in the past. In arranging 
symposiums, etc., it' is easy to become 
aware of insensitivity and lack of services 
to various segments among the university 
continued on page six 
chairperson of the Budget Committee, for 
purposes o f allocation of funds, and should 
be responsible for drawing up a new se t of 
criteri a on fee waivers . He or she should see 
to it that funds allocated to student organi ­
zations are distributed as efficiently as pos• 
sible, and that o rganizations are kept up­
to-date on thei r remaining allotments. The 
Secre tary should be responsible for tak ing 
accurate, complete minutes of all S.B.A. 
meetings and for making certain tha t co­
pies of the minutes are duplicated and 
ready for di stribution by the fo llowing 
essentia ls for a first-rate law school is the 
existence of a fu ll -time professional pl ace· 
ment fac ility. If S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo law 
school is to rea li ze its potential as cited by 
the inspec tion team of the American Bar 
Association and Association of American 
Law Schools as being on the verge of great­
ness, then it is clearly in the best interests 
of all members of this law school to be 
relentless in the effort to acquire Such 
placement facilities. Basically, this trans• 
!ates into the estab lishment of· a dual direc-
C0!7tinued page six 
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Kathryn King 
continued from page four some of the projects I' ve mentioned and 
social life, and work on the newspaper in see me about th em. If anyo~ wants to talk 
their spare time for free. about these or any other S.B.A. concerns, I 
will be available in the S.B.A. offi ce 
Whether or not I'm elected , I intend to between 1 :00 and 2: 00 on the days of the 
work for the objectives I have outlined. elec tion. Thank you for taking the time to 
Whether or not I am elected, I hope read th is, and I hope everyone will try and 
in te rested students will want to work on vote. 
C.·A.S.B.A. Slate continued from page five 
tor sys tem which prov ides for an "outside" when part icular courses are to be offered 
person engaged primarily in public rela­ so that students will be able to plan thei r 
tions vi s-a-vis firm s, corporations, govern­ course of study more than a semester at a 
ment, alumni, etc. , and an " inside" person time. Classes should also be scheduled at 
charged with career pl annin g. In light of times wh ich are sufficiently va ried to all ow 
the drastic lack of adequate placement as­ people with other commitments, such as 
sistance in the pas t as well as the clientele jdbs and children, to plan a complete 
wh ich the State University serves, we are schedule. 
committed to utilizing the S.8 .A. to its We feel that the school should offer a 
fullest extent to achieve this kind of place­ wide range of clinical courses covering 
ment operation at the law school as speed­ criminal and civil aspects of the law and 
ily as practicable. work with va rious agencies in the Buffalo 
area. 
Curriculum As this school attracts many students 
We support development .of a curricu­ on the bas is of its openness to joint degree 
lum at the Law School that, while intro· programs, we feel that procedures for set· 
ducing new and innovative classes at all ting up such programs' should be made easi­
levels (for first through third year stu­ er and more well known to the student 
dents), provides a well planned schedule of body. . 
Perform your 
Civic Responsibility . • 
Read the 
Candidates' Statements . • • 
• Then vote on the merits. 
For President: For 1st Vice-President: 
Don Lohr Laura Zeise! 
Kathryn King Ray Bowie 
For 2nd Vice-President : ·Treasurer: Sara Zurenda 
Mark Linneman 
Rosemary Gerasia Secretary: Paul Equale 
Grading Referendum : 
Q+ Grade - Yes or No 
Grading Options: 2, 3, 4 or S Tiers 
continued from page fiveRay Bowie 
s t a t e me nt s a nd in s urin g their with procedi~ ~ r anyone Interes ted . As 
representativeness, I would hope to achieve a .class representative, I have endeavored to 
an ac ti ve rather than merely passive role assist as many constituents as approached 
for UB in th e deliberations of the me with individual difficulties; and even 
associalions on which we arc represented. though the role of the 1st Vice President is 
Th e LSD, fo r in s tance, is usuall y slightly different, I would not want to 
dominated by those schools which come to a bandon that approach where matters 
conferences well prepared with research within th e 1st Vice President 's influence 
and proposals, and certainly UB should be are concerned. 
taking initiati ves in this regard. It is time 
for US to participate in a leadership1 not Ill. This year, the 1st Vice President has 
merely memb ership, capacity in the been given the added function of choiring 
profession to which we aspire. the SBA Appointments Committee, which 
in t erviews applican ts fo r studen t 
II . Closely connected with the liaison representative to faculty committees and 
function is the 1st Vice President 's makes recommendations thereupon. 
responsibility for coordlnting baf and LSD It has been a concern 'of mine as an 
programs operating on the local school SBA delegate that student representation 
level, such as membership benefits, project on faculty committees both 1) refl ec t a 
grants, speakers and Law Day activities. wide cross-sec tion of the student body and 
2) be accountable to those they represent. 
A. SBA Organizations & Interest Groups: Wi th regard to the first, a fair cross-sect ion 
One' means of coordination would be requir es th at s tudents with special 
th rou gh SBA ad hoc committees of academic, social, and career goalS have 
students interes ted in each of these areas, effective input into school governance 
an idea I would sponsor, whil e another where it affects their interests, and I would 
involves working direc tl y through our SBA assume a specific obligation to insure that 
organizations seeking to ass ist them in such interest groups are well represented 
obtaining grants and speakers from the o n th e bodi es concerned with their 
LSD. Certainly, our organiza tions repr.esent interests. 
a div e rsity of interests which could, 
through proper professional and LSD IV. Lastly, the 1st Vice President must 
c h a n n e ls, incr eas e ex tr acurri cul a r be prepared to assume the President 's 
educational opportunities for the student duties in the event of (he /otter's absence. 
body, better participate in nationwide As I am not campaigning for President, 
forums, and esta'blish the contacts in each I cannot dwell at length upon issues related 
field of law that a quality school needs. to that office other than to say that, in the 
~ , In as much as the 1st Vice President contingency th at the 1st Vice President 
1\:.\n>,.,serve as an advocate for interest should be called to act as President, I 
g\>3ops, I would seek to involve SBA believe I have the qualifications and 
organiza tions in a concerted effort to "plug experience in SBA and school governance 
into" LSD programs, the t>enefits from to adequately fulfill what is expected of an 
which might -enable such student groups to SBA President. 
transcend the limitations of their SBA 
'billlgeis. To Conclude, . I have ende!yored to 
c oAs tftil:t ' a ' plaH&fni "b'ase'cl " u~d n 
B. Individual B~nefits: qualifications and real issues, something 
With reg ard to benefits offered which has involved a lot of time and effoit, 
individuals through these professional and but something which I feel students 
LSD liaison s, benefits wh ich include deserve from those seeking their vote. 
in s ur a nc e, publi c ation s, e ssa y Throughout, I have asked only that people 
competitions, study opportun fti es, etc., I compare the platforms and qualifications 
believe thii,t the 1st Vice President must of candidates~ and vote accordingly after 
make special use of Opinion to publicize fair consideration. If that is done, I think 
such benefits to all interested parti es, we all would regard the election's outcome 
followed with individualized assistance with satisfaction. · 
Mark Linneman 
continued from page five In such a position, it is my opinion that 
anyone with an over-riding ideological 
population. Over the past year and a half, imperative could not do as effective a job. 
.it has become Obvious that law~students are Such a person would be motivated by 
·among those so deprived·. considerations other than those the 
In regard to the University Assembly, I law-students themselves regard as 
will consult with the students to discover important 
their opinions and express them to the In short, I ask that you consider my 
body. Since I know many members of the , qualifications for this position. Please vote 
Assembly, 1 should be more effective than • for the individual you think would do the 
a relative newcomer. better job, not merely a name on a sl ate. 
Buffalo Attorney Ange Opens 1st Placement Forum 
A brown bag lucheon with peal to that particular firm's clien­
Bu ffalo attorney Grace Marie tele. She also said firms like peo­
Ange held on Feb. 13th was the pl e who are "streetwise," al ­
fi rs t of a series of events spon­ though she felt lack of clerking 
sored by the new Placement Off­ experience poses no serious disad­
ice 1 imed at providing the student vantage to the applicant. 
body with a more realistic view of 
employment as an attorney . In response lo questions about 
The luncheon was attended by entering specia li zed fi elds of law, 
only a dozen students, who asked Ms. Ange emphas ized that time 
ques tions mostly about job pros· and hard work are required to 
pects and methods of obtaining achieve such a goa l. 
employment In answering these Further activities sponsored by 
questions, Ms. Ange no ted the im­ the Placement Offi ce include a 
portance of appearance and P6(· Career Day on March 8th which -~ 
sonality, since employers will b 1 will be fo l!owed by a session on ~ 
concerned with the applicant 's ap- how to bes t prepare a resume. l 
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Grading: Debate Continues. 
by Allan D, Mantel 
Since the spr!ng of 1968, UB Law School has been grappling with faculty deliberation: bu t rather viewed as an aid to be used in making a 
the difficulties of establishing an equitable grading policy that fin al dete rmination. 
accomplishes the essential task of determining the gradation of legal The question asked on tomorrow's referendum is in effect a 
academic work, while minimi zing the detrimental effects of in tense philosophical one, which each member of the ~tudent -body should 
academic competi tion. Wi thin the preceding six years concerned · honestly answer for himself. Viewed.from this writer's perspective, the 
parties, representing all fact ions of the legal community, have question raised simply asks: Will the benefi cial effects qf grading be 
expended tremendous amounts of time1 effort, and energy in their .. enhanced •by the addi tion of a Q+ grade? How one answers this 
attempt 1o accomplish the aforestated goal. Their many notabre 
contributions are recognized and appreciated as testaments of sincere 
ccincern in making this law. school an institution of superior legal 
education, Unfortunately, however, the grading policy has not been 
fi nali zed, nor has the debate come to an l}nd. The purpose of this 
article is to discuss the proposed amendments that are presented on 
tomo rrow's re fe rendum and to refl ect upon their ·potential 
implications. It is hoped that in doing so, the information presented 
herein can help the student body, faculty, and administration reach a 
meaningful and fi nal determination of the issue at hand . Before 
presenting the tex t of this article, I'd li ke to offe r a word of than ks to 
those who assisted me in obtaining the information necessary for this 
presentation. Their assistance was greatly appreciated. 
The present grading controversy is an outgrow th of prior policy 
developments, and probably is the culmination of a standing debate 
which has tri ed to focus U,B Law School's general grading ph ilosophy. 
The framers of the various proposals have labored to molli fy .the 
conflicting educa tional outlooks and arri ve at a solu tion amenable to 
all. In so doing, the dynamics of consensus politics expectedly created 
common ground within the cerlter of the grading spectrum. Thus, the 
developments of the pas~ few years have, for all intents and purposes,· 
eliminated the ex treme positlons as viable alternatives. Numerical 
grading and ranking as well as pure pass-fail are both dead horses. 
Therefore the recent grad ing discussion has largely been confi ned to an 
evaluation of the mod ific;ations of a four and/or fi ve tier grading 
system. Somewhere within this range, it is said, that a grading scale can 
be found to satisfy the most distraught amongst us. 
At this point it might be helpful to ask, What goals are hoped to 
be served by any system of grading? The Grading Committee's Report 
(December, 1969, Chaired by Professor J. Atleson) gives a well 
P,erp ~i1yp~.J:X~Ju~tj F,W ?~ ,Y.,,~,'f; \:;pyrg~se" for chooSing . the so. called descrip t11ve. 1(.mr ff11p,re.ss1p!'l1st1c, •S')1Ste'11 now in use. Qui te obviously, 
grades serve an essential functio11 wittJ in an education framew.ork , in 
,ih,~t. th.ey proyide fe,e<lb,a~~ .for1,s\~cfe,nJs il!ld f,aculty ali ke, E~~h gr.oµps 
uses grades as a method. by whi'ch success and/or •failure of-respeotive 
'!itudy/ teaching techniql.Jes are measured. Furthermore, grades are used 
by the legal profess ion to help make determinations regarding initial 
job placement. However, the limitations of grades as a tool are equally 
obvious. First, grading is necessa ri1y a subjective dete rmination of the 
grader, which results in va rying standards from course to course. 
Second, grades are usually an inaccurate indication of possessed and/or 
articulated knowle~ge. Therefore, in recognition of these limitations, 
the Grading Commi ttee Report stated that "the aim of (its) proposals 
is to minimi ze the e·ffect of grading by restricting the process primarily 
to the determin ati ons the faculty must make . . . i.e., the 
determination ofsatisfactory or unsatisfactory work " (pg. 3). 
On the basis of the Committee's analys is and conclusions, UBLS 
adopted a mod ified pass-fail system which categorized grades as: 
1) Unsatisfactory: performance falling below minimal levels of 
acceptabili ty, roughly equivalent to 68. or below, · 
2) Qualified: Satisfactory performance, but not outstanding. 
3) Honors: superior work, toughly equivalent to 78 or better. 
Under this proposal, since , uhsatisfactory grades sti ll received 
credi t toward completion of the J,D, degree (eligibili ty determin ed by 
the number of U grades received; six U1s resul ted in automatic 
di squali fication) , the Court of Appeals, during the 1971-1972 
academic year, rejected the plan as submitted, and required that the 
lowest grade receive no credi t toward obtaining the J.D. degree. 
Consequently, the fac ul ty, in a wise decision, split the U grade 
into: D: Unsatisfactory, work acceptable for academic credit bu t 
be low the performance expected of J.D. candid ates; and F: 
Unacceptable, not worthy of academic credit. The rationale fo r_ this 
distinction was based upon the beli ef that even the most quahfied 
student was capable of "blanking out" (fa iling to identify the given 
is~ues, bu t display ing general unders tanding of the· co~~e's ~ aterial:) 
under any single exam situation. It was felt that academic cre~1t_ 
should not be denied in the event of this foreseeable contingency . Wi th 
administrative clarification Of the HD/H category, and clear definition 
o·f the D/F disti nctio~ (both of which are amply laid out in _a 
memora·ndum by Associa te Provost Greiner, December 11, 1973) this, 
four tier plan is the grading system which has been in use. 
At th e December 5, 1973 faculty meeting, the present 
modi fica tion institu ting a Q+ grade: qualified war~ which is better 
than the no;mal range of performance expected of J.0. candidates, 
was adopted. This change was the embodied expression of those 
faculty members and students who felt tha t the general Q grade 
discriminated aga inst the above average student, and was thus un,fa1_r. 
The implementation of the change was stayed last .. semester, but 1s m 
effect for the present semester, barring fu r.ther act1Qn by the f~culty. 
Th is then is the present state of affa irs, and the subJe~t of 
tomorrow's referendum. So as not to mislead any members of this law 
school community, the results of th is poll are not binding on any 
question fundamentally depends upon one's educational philosophy. 
Most of us, hav ing been reared.on a grade incentive educational system 
since elementary school1 automatically associate the learning process 
with the attainment of "good" grades. Professional students, as we all 
are, however, have come to reali ze that too often grades become an 
end in themselves, while learning is often relegated to a lesser level on 
the hierarchy of student priori ties. By this poin t of our academic 
career, the singlemost important goal should be the attainment of the 
requisite professional competency to practice law. If one honestly 
be li eves that a natural ·correlat ion exists between professional 
competency and the incentive-reward process of distinctive gradJng, 
then by all means, the proposed grade mod ificat ion should be voted 
for. If however, one accepts grading merely as a minimal element of 
the educational process, and accepts the Gradi ng Committee's analysis 
that grad ing should be restricted to the "determination of satisfactory · 
or unsatisfactory work/' then, obviously, there is no need for an 
addi tional grad ing tier. 
Essentially we are being aSked whether we support tradi tional 
concepts of measuri ng the quari tum of knowledge atta ined, or whether 
this law school has enough confidence in its people and poli cies to cut 
against the gra in and beat new paths. Associate Provo.st Greiner, in his 
memo on Grading Policy (dated Nov. 28, 1973), essentia lly presented 
the issue to the fac ul ty when, commenting on ·the history of the 
Atleson proposals, he stated: "The questions it (Atleson Grading 
Report) djP, not i1i,nswer were left to the fu ture, especia ll y whether we 
should rp9ve,,t,~rlher toward the ' rad ical end ' of the spectrum .,, or 
retreat towa,r,~s fthe 'conserva tive end ' and put in some additional 
categories." Clearl y, the future has arri ved. 
Adding the Q+· categorY1 in effect es tablishes a fi ve tier grading 
system which co_nforms, with noted modifications, to the traditional 
A-F scheme.,.. ~ ~ ... fi ve tier grading system essential to the efficient 
operatiop1Jtn.~. .. nifest goals of this•law school? Can it honestly be 
said that the imp ementa tion of a Q+ grade will enhance the learning 
process without imp,osing the undue burden of additional academic 
compe~ition? Are law students trul y motivated by the Pavlovian 
incentive-reward process? These are some of the questions to be asked 
and answered before casti_ng your determination. 
Proponents of the change urge that the additional grade will aid 
the job placement process. All agree that jobs are tight in a 
marketplace presently glutted with attorneys. Yet, will another grading 
tier aid the placement process1 or offer employers an easy, perhaps 
in acc urate, and mechanical standard from which they choose 
pr os pective associates? Do transcrip ts effectively inform those 
employers who the 11 better" lawyers will be? The argument could be 
made that the present grading system provides a workable fo undation 
from which employers should start their investigation. Under no 
circumstances should grades, in thems'elves , translate directly into 
employment, especiall y in a profess ion wh~re "success" or "failure" 
are the consequence of so many variables. 
Thus the issue · has been presented before us, and will be 
determined, in part, by us. Th e outcome, of course, is of great 
impo{tance, but of even greater significance is your participation in the 
discussion and determination of this issue. Whatever your personal 
position may be, -MAKE SURE IT IS VOICED. Let it not be said that 
one side won by defaul t. 
Tuition?·----------­
Who can·· afford tuition . 
I Need Books- Belling 
Turn of 
the Screw 
by Ian DeWaal 
The Financial Aid Committee 
of the Universi ty has concluded 
its deliberations on the standards 
to be Jsed for awarding financial 
aid for next year. Since there are 
some differences from last year's 
methods, it may be ·worth your 
while to read on. 
The Committee looked at bud­
gets and income separately so I 
will deal with budgets first. lnde­
pendent and resident students will 
now be judged against the same 
budget which will total approx­
imately $4,100 including tuition. 
A married student will be allowed 
to add $1,350 for a spouse and 
_$500 for each child to this base 
fi gure. Dependent students living 
wi th thei r parents will have a bud­
get of $3,200. These are the fi g­
ures against which your appli ca­
tion will be judged. You may be 
allowed a higher budget figure if 
you display somC extraordinary 
expenses such as medical bills. 
As far as expected contri bu­
tions, all students will be expected 
to provide a minimum amoun t 
toward their expenses. Last year 
the figure for law students was 
$750. Not only has this fi gure 
bee n lowe red, but di ffe rent 
amoun ts will now be expected of 
men and women. Men will be ex­
pected to come up with $600 
while women will only have to 
provide $500. If there are any 
complain ts about this double stan-
dard, please address them to th,e 
Commi ttee in care of myself, 
room 303 O'Brian. 
Married students will be ex­
pected to make additional contri­
butions. If a student's spouse is 
n0t going to school, an addi tional 
$1,350 will be expected in addi­
tion ,to the $600 or .$500 amoun ts 
for the applicant. If the spouse is 
in school, the addi tional amount 
will be only $600 or $500. In ad­
dition, the married student will be 
expected to provide an addi tional 
$500 fo r each child. The just ifica• 
tion fo r these changes was to re­
move the University from its posi· 
tion of subsidizing marriage espe-
cially when funds are expected to 
be less than last year. 
Once a student's needs are de­
te rm ined (resources sub tracted 
from budget) , that will not neces­
sarily be the amount awarded. 
The percentage of need provided 
will be dependent on the " need" 
of the total student body and the 
amoun t of funds availab le to the 
Univers ity. · 
As of now there are three 
different bills pending in Albany 
designed to reform the financial 
aid picture in the State . One of 
the proposed bills does contain a 
clause elimin ating the SUS for 
graduate and professional stu­
•dents. However, according to the 
Financial Aid office, their con­
tacts in Albany have no idea 
which bill or combin'ation of the 
three will emerge in the end. The. 
best that can be done at the mo­
ment is to write to your State As· 
sembl yman o r Se na t o r and 
express your concerns. 
TYPING: Experienced typist will 
prepare your resumes, assign• 
ments, etc. Quick service, reason· 
ab le rates. Pick up, delivery to 
0 ' Bri an Hall. Ca ll Cheryl, 
836-8108. , 
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Mid-Year Graduates Alumni Line· 
by Earl S. Carre l Receive Degrees, Honors 
Doing a regular column is not really a chore, but with an 
expanded publishing schedule this semester and very little help from 
the members of th e Alumni Association, Alumni Line will get 
progressively shorter unless I revert back to a tendency to trample on a 
few toes. In Apri l, 1973 I looked at my three years in law school with 
mixed fee lings, criticizing what I perce ived to be s1;ve re fl aws in my 
ed uca tion, both academ ica lly and fun ctionally. Now that I am a 
graduate of law school and out in the wonderful world of trying to 
earn a living by toiling for the United States of America, specifically 
the Veterans . Administration, I have more thoughts on the State 
University of New York at Buffalo School of Law. I've never been one 
to keep my mouth shut when I had a chance to open it, so why stop 
now? 
It is very gratifying to see that the problems of Placement and 
Career Development aniJ Alumni Affairs are being handled by a 
competen t, full -time staff member. It is also nice to be ensconced in a 
new building named after a distinguished alumnus of the school. Bµt 
here is where the plaUdits end. Continuing Legal Education is still a 
mystery to the U/B Law School. Some signs of life are showing, but 
not many. 'is the Law School afraid of stepping on the toes of the Erie 
County Bar Association? Or on the toes of the New York State Bar 
Association ? Oron the toes of the Practisi ng Law Institute? Or are the 
niembers of the school administration and the alumni too unsure of 
Matthew J. Jasen, senior associ• Other Speakers yer Program Awards were: George how to proceed? Or too afraid of failure? Or too.dense to reali ze that 
ate judge of the New York State Other speakers included M. R. Blair Jr., Michael G. O'Rourke, the faci lities of the Law School and the facu lty are the best resources 
Court of Appeals, speaking during Dolores Denman, Buffalo City John W. Park, Hugh B. Scott and in Western New York for a comprehensive program of Continuing 
the school's special mid-year com­ Court judge and M. Robert Koren, Vincent A. Tobia. Legal Education? This situation is crying for a remedy and it is up to 
mencement at the Amherst Cam• president of the Erie County Bar Other graduates were: Robert the Law School to provide that remedy. 
pus, urged the graduates to take Association. E. Brown, Richard E. Clark, Lion­ I also made a number of .negative comments about the grading 
time from reading legal briefs, Graduates receiving special rec­ el D. Davis, William B. Day, Jer­ system. Chief among them was that the policy on grading had changed 
look upon the world they se rve ognition for membership on the ome E. Dyer, William B. Draybk, three times in three years. In the last issue of the Opinion a front-page 
"and ask yourselves if you are do­ Buffalo Law Review were: Terry Alvarez Ferrouillet, Richard S. story told of not just one, but two grading changes this year. The only 
ing your part in making the soci­ Difilippo; Linda J. Mead, George Gorecki, Leslie M. Greenbaum, words that are printable to describe the grading mess are absurd and 
ety a better place for all. " B. Quinlan and Barry Taub. James C. Hodge, Lawrence Kir­ ridiculous'. In a memorandum to faculty and students dated January 
The unusual mid-year ceremo­ win, Carol L. McGowan, Pedro 21, 1974, Prof. William R. Greiner offered to answer any questions on 
ny was held because a larger than Graduates receiving certificates Morales and Daniel fl!obel. the subject. I now publicly challenge Prof. Greiner to explain the 
normal number of persons com­ of recognition as members of Also: Robert E. Pearman, Wil­ differe nce between the present sys tem of H, Q+, Q, D, F and a realistic 
p I e ted graduation . requirements Moot Court, a prac tice court liam Reich , Kurt T. Sajda, Bennie system of A, B, C, D, F. 
early. This was partially due to a room, were: Cyrus Kloner, Peter N. Shaw, Ira Sherman, Richard J. 
** ·***** 
summer school program estab­ M. Jensen and Thomas F. Quinn. Sherwood , Kathleen M. Spann, Last time I mentioned the dedication of O'Brian Hall. Of course, 
lished at the school in 1971 , ex­ James W. Sullivan, Wesley L. Tay­ if you read the last column, you should have read the front J?age story 
plained Or. Richard 0 . Schwartz, Trial Lawyer lor, Clarence D. Turner Jr., Nicho­ giving the details of the dedication. In case •you missed it, dedication 
provost of the law school. Graduates winning Trial Law- las L. Vastola and Roy T. Walker. ceremonies will be /Xpril 8th aHH 10th. On Monday; ,i.pril 8t!l; t~e Law 
School building will be dedicated in an evening ceremony to be held in 
the Alden Moot Court Room. On Wednesday, April 10th, Hon. Earl 
Warre n, retired chief judge of the United States Supreme Court wil l 
deliver the John Lord O'Brian dedicatory lecture. NLG Plans Active Spring 
The 12th Annual SUNY AB Law Alumni Dinner and awards 
After a semester of semi-hiber­ increasingly sensitive to other rad­ participation in the national Guild presentation will be held Friday, March 15, in the Buffalo Athletic 
nation, the local chapter of th e ical legal problems throughout organization, and elected a Steer­ Club. Buffalo City Court Judge Rudolph U. Johnson is chairman. 
National Lawyers' Guild an­ western New York. ing Committee to concentrate Tickets are available from Harold D. Brand, Jr. (852-2850) and 
nounced its plans for a variety of At the same time, the Guild some of the collective responsibil ­ Franklin A. Stachowiak (852-6424). 
activities both within the Law hopes to make its presence in the ity for organization and communi: * * * * * * * 
School and in the larger communi­ Law Scflool considerably more cation. The Law "Alumni will sponsor Career Day, Friday, March 8. 
ty . obvious this semester, by means Interested students, lawyers, Robert P. Fine will moderate the program which will feature 
Attica Defe nse, a national of speakers, films, distribution of and legal workers are encouraged presentations by attorneys involved in various types of practice, 
Gui ld project, is still a matter of literature , curriculum in-puts, to watch the bulletin boards for ini: luding judicial clerkships, small firms, large firms, government and 
major concern to local chapter both on and off-campus. One notice of the~ bi-weekly. meetings, business. 
members. Other needs including major goal is to expose law stu­ and to check out the Gui ld office 
Landlord/Tenant work, Welfare dents to more of the political di­ on the first floor of O'Brian Hall. Any alumni who wiSh to comment upon or contribute to Alumni 
Rights, and a Women's Prison Pro­ mensions that underlie the Line are encouraged to do so. The address is: 
ject must also be met, however; smooth judicial surfaces that are Alumni Line 
and the Buffalo Chapter at its first primary objects of formal legal c/o The Opinion 
regular meeting of the year, Feb. study. State Univ. of N.Y. at BuffaloSeminars 
6, re-affi rmed its commitments to To insure continuity in the O'Brian Hall 
ongoing work projects in these struggle to achieve these ends the The Young Lawyers Section of Buffalo, New York 14260 
areas, as well as its desire to be local chapter voted to increase its the N.Y. State Bar Association is * • ~ * * * * 
offering the fo llowing practical Hon. John 0. Henderson, '33, Chief Judge of the United States 
sk ills seminars: District Court for the Western District of New York, died February 19, Ex-Con to Address 1) Real Estate Practice ... 1974. Judge Henderson was Clerk of the Erie county Surrogate's Court 
Tuesday, March 12 from 1947 to 1949, President of the Erie County Bar Association, 
2) Preparation for Trial . .. 1949 to 1950, and a member of the firm of Cohen, Fleischmann, DVF Thursday Tuesday, March 19 Augspurger, Henderson & Campbell, forerunner of the firm of Jackie, Sharon Krebs, an ex-convict, to coincide with a conference on 3) Intro to Estates & Wills .. . Fleischmann and Mugel. He left private practice in 1953 when he was
wi ll address the SBA Distin­ Women in Prison planned for Sat• Tuesday, April 2 named United States Attorney for the Western District of New Yorkguished Visitors Forum Thursday, urday, March 2nd, from 9:30 . 4) Money Judgments & Bank­ by President Eisenhower. In 1959, Eisenhower named him to the 
February 28, on the topic 0 Wo­ A.M. to 4 P.M. at the Women's ruptcy ... Tuesday, April 9 Federal Court where he served until his death . 
men in Prison : A Personal Per­ Resource Center of the Buffalo Each session will be held from 
**** ,* ** spective." Ms. Krebs served 18 YWCA, 190 Franklin Street The 4:00 to 6:00 P.M. at .the Statler Carlton F. Messinger, '37, died February 4, 1974 after being
months at Bedford Hills Correc­ conference will include a slide Hilton (Registration at 3:45 struck by a car in Tonawanda. 
tional Facility, the only women's show and panel discussion about P.M.). Cost for law students will 
prison in New York State, and is the problems of women prisoners be $5 per session or $15 for all 4 
currently on parole. She teach es (10 A.M. to noon), and work­ sessions. The cost includes printed Law Review Available 
courses on women in prison at the shops and discussion groups about materials to be distributed al each 
New School for Social Research how women on the outside can as­ session. Volume 23, Issue 1 Is now avall•blc, Any student Interested in 
and the New York Women's sist women on the inside (1 :30-4 Since these seminars emphasize purchas ing a copy may contact Skip Conover, Business Editor of the 
School, and formerly taught at P.M.). The conference is b_eing the basics in each fie ld, it is antici­ Review. 
the New York Free School. Ms. sponsored by the Buffalo Wom­ pated that • · good number of law In connection with the plan, ·co11tal111d , In the last Opinion, 
Krebs holds an M.A. in Russian en's Prison Project, the Associa­ students may attend. Therefore, dealing with the Spring ccrcmunlc, c:o-moratlna John Lord 
Literature from the Universi ty of tion for Women Law Students, Chris Greene has requested that O'Brian Hall, !he R•vl•w Ii plca,cd tu 1111nuu11ce \hat aspecial Issue on 
Michigan . and the Buffalo Chapter of the registration forms be sent to the John Lord O:Brlan will be put,11, hcd short ly nrtor the April 8- 10 
National Lawyers Guild. The pub­ Law School and he will be distrib­ activities. 
The visit of Ms. Krebs is timed lic is invited to attend. uting them as soon as they arrive. 
